Creating an image of the acceleration due to gravity over a large area (in this case a large portion of South Australia) is not a trivial process. This paper examines some of the issues involved with creating such an image, and presents some examples. Treating the state gravity as a single dataset highlights outliers and results in 'dimples'. These are short wavelength features around single points. Treating the data as a compilation of grids and then levelling the grids results in linear artefacts where the survey boundaries meet. Two new approaches have been implemented, involving removing selected data points (based on proximity to adjacent points) and implementing variable density gridding techniques. The resulting grids still have artefacts (notable when viewing a first vertical derivative of the grid), but are smoother and more geologically plausible.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental technique in geological exploration is the interpretation of gravity images. Images of sampled gravity data are generally created through a process called gridding. In South Australia over 1000 gravity surveys exist in the public domain. Creating a single coherent image of all surveys is an ongoing challenge. Individual surveys may contain errors due to gravity meter calibration, different elevation measurement techniques, user error, and processing errors. Adjacent surveys are likely to have been acquired under different conditions, resulting in over 1000 gravity surveys that do not merge with their neighbouring surveys; rather like a jigsaw puzzle where the shapes match but the pictures on individual pieces don't match. As well as the differences in individual survey data, there are also issues in the gridding algorithm itself. Generally, gridding algorithms assume that samples are equally spaced. At the state-wide scale this assumption is incorrect, as sample spacing can vary from 2 metres to 7 kilometres (in South Australia). This inconsistency creates artefacts in the final images that are geologically irrelevant, but can be mistaken for geological information.
We have experimented with several different techniques to create a regional gravity grid in South Australia. The first two techniques presented here are the previous and currently available gravity state grid of South Australia. The previous state grid was created by taking all available points and running through a simple gridding algorithm. The current grid was created by gridding individual surveys, and merging them together.
Common to the next two techniques is an initial 'tidy-up' of the spatial points: removing points within a certain distance to each other, and removing select points from overlapping surveys. The third technique then involves an extended variable density gridding algorithm. Typical variable density algorithms allow three multiplication factors. These multiplication factors allow gridding at different scales. For example if the final ideal grid size is 100m, the multiplication factors 2, 2, 2 will undertake gridding at 100m, 200m, 400m and 800m. This is handy if data is variable spaced at 400m, 800m, 1600m & 3200m (assuming ideal gridding at ¼ station spacing), but on the state scale more factors are needed. We've experimented with 9 multiplication factors.
The final technique involved resolving near-coincident station points that caused the minimum curvature algorithm to produce steep gradients within the interpolation that were clearly incorrect, and then iterating between passes of minimum curvature gridding and visual verification and removal of station points that clearly exhibited calibration or drift issues. This produced a final result that exhibited negligible effects of variable station density or minimum curvature artefacts.
In each case grid quality can be visually assessed using derived products such as a first vertical derivative or residual image.
(A further technique not presented here attempts to level the individual survey points -that is undertake a DC shift in values -to best match adjacent surveys. The result is further gridding artefacts: visible boundaries between the surveys and apparent features following the configuration of the gravity stations that could be (incorrectly) interpreted as linear geological features: similar to the current state grid.)
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METHOD AND RESULTS
The first method is simply to create a grid using all the available data. This grid -and its corresponding 1VD -is shown in Figure 1 .
The second method is to create grids of individual surveys, and merge them together. This grid -and its corresponding 1VD -is show in Figure 2 .
The third method is to remove points and apply an extended variable density gridding algorithm. This grid -and its corresponding 1VD -is show in Figure 3 .
The fourth and final method presented here is to remove points based on proximity to nearby points and using a basic gridding algorithm. This grid -and its corresponding 1VD -is show in Figure 4 . 
CONCLUSIONS
All resulting grids displayed station location artefacts, which became more apparent when viewing a first vertical derivative. The artefacts produced by the fourth technique were not as sharp as those produced using the third technique and the processing methodology of the fourth technique has reduced the number of artefacts produced by station configuration, overlapping and in-filled surveys making it geologically plausible. 
